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classicboy supports the emulation of 20+ classic video game and
handheld consoles, such as ps1, n64, gba, gb,gbc, nes/fc, sega

genesis, sega saturn, sega 32x, snk neogeo, nintendo ds, neogeo
cd, bandai wonderswan, pc engine/cd, nintendo pokemon mini, etc.
by downloading and installing external plugins. it already supports

20+emulation cores, including pcsx-rearmed, beetle-psx,
mupen64plus, vba-m, mgba, desmume, melonds, snes9x, fceumm,
genplus, yabause, fb alpha, mame-arcade, neopop, neocd, stella,

beetle-pce, cygne, etc. and more consoles emulation will be added
in the future. classicboy directs the gesture mapping in the game
controller, it is very useful for the game control on smartphone or

tablet with touch screen. when you switch to gesture controller, left
side of screen for directions and right side for action mapping, 8
swipe directions can be detected on either side of the screen and
each can be mapped to a game button. characteristics: * switch
between digital and analog d-pad at run time * controller profiles

such as ps3, xbox360 and moga are supported * custom setting for
game video * audio reverb * sensor controller gestures / settings *
automatically saved game status and saved location * game cheat

function supported android {4.1 and up} supported android
version:- jelly bean(4.14.3.1)- kitkat (4.44.4.4)- lollipop (5.05.0.2) -
marshmallow (6.0 - 6.1) - nougat (7.0 7.1.1) - oreo (8.0-8.1) - pie

(9.0) classicboy is an emulator for gameboy and gameboy advance.
this emulator supports many game by using emulators. you can
play a wide variety of gameboy and gameboyadvance games.

download it for free. it is very useful for young game fans.
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the power of emulation is at your fingertips with retroarch. with
30+ emulators and 40+ cores to choose from, there is no shortage
of options for any classic gaming collection. retroarch is built from
the ground up to be a reference emulator with modern features.
with a friendly and intuitive user interface, a powerful featureset,
and very active development community, retroarch is the premier
classic gaming emulator. the keystone feature of retroarch is its
powerful rom database and easy file management functionality.

with hundreds of roms, emulators, and games in the rom database,
there is something for everyone. there is also a huge selection of
plugins to enhance the functionality of the emulator. if you just

want a front end to an emulator, this is the one to get. retroarch is
a powerful emulator that can be used on any android device. with
30+ emulators and 40+ cores to choose from, there is no shortage
of options for any classic gaming collection. retroarch is built from
the ground up to be a reference emulator with modern features.
with a friendly and intuitive user interface, a powerful featureset,
and very active development community, retroarch is the premier
classic gaming emulator. the keystone feature of retroarch is its
powerful rom database and easy file management functionality.

with hundreds of roms, emulators, and games in the rom database,
there is something for everyone. there is also a huge selection of
plugins to enhance the functionality of the emulator. if you just

want a front end to an emulator, this is the one to get. retroarch is
a powerful emulator that can be used on any android device. with
30+ emulators and 40+ cores to choose from, there is no shortage
of options for any classic gaming collection. retroarch is built from
the ground up to be a reference emulator with modern features.
with a friendly and intuitive user interface, a powerful featureset,
and very active development community, retroarch is the premier
classic gaming emulator. the keystone feature of retroarch is its
powerful rom database and easy file management functionality.

with hundreds of roms, emulators, and games in the rom database,
there is something for everyone. 5ec8ef588b
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